
Poverty 
 
 
Outline 
 
1.What is poverty  
2.how poors are 
3.Scenario of poverty 
4.Poverty in pakistan 
5.Causes of poverty 
a. Population  
b. Political influence 
c. Inflation 
d. Low saving and investment 
e. adverse occurance (natural disasters) 
f. Unproper distribution of wealth 
g. Corruption and domination 
h. Lacking of information technology 
6. Conclusion 

Poverty ( Essay outline) 
 
 
 
 
 
Introduction 
Origins of poverty 
. poverty as pollution 
. unorganized life beyond physical allows for poverty 
. poverty and terrorism 
. Ending poverty will end violence 
. Ending terrorism by ending poverty 
. End of hold of religion behind terrorism,through prosperity,enducation and englightened 
mind 
. conclusion.  
n truth the message is not abolition of poverty but a society where all enjoy equally with 
equal freedom with no fetters to women.  
These accomplishments still leave more than one billion people in poverty. 
 
Progress In Ending Poverty 
.Millions Who Have Come Out of Poverty 
. progressive change in the relations among poor and wealthy 
 
Aboliting Poverty... 
. Keys to moving out poverty 
. Eliminating poverty.  
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generating more employment; 
raising the level of minimum education; 
making the social elite aware of the possibility of removing it; 
presenting the government concrete programmes of prosperity; 
drawing upon the resources of every social institution like Chamber of Commerce, 
university, research institutions, government, voluntary organisation, U.N., U.N. agencies, 
press, etc. 
educating the public opinion that poverty is not inevitable. 
accepting the principle that the world can compel 
a notion to eradicate poverty 
 
 
Programmes To Eradicate Poverty 
 
1) Appeal for the changed PERCEPTION from charity to MAN coming into his own right -- a 
right to good living. 
 
2) Assess the effectivity of information, ideas, opinions, statistics, studies, data, arguments, 
examples, etc. on the segment of populalation that can move to eradicate poverty and give 
them in that measure through appropriate media. 
 
3) Introduce in the curriculum at the right stage a full explanation that poverty is not 
inevitable, it is there because it is suffered and explain how it can be eliminated. 
 
4) Devise programmes suitable to each sector that will indirectly eliminate poverty. E.g. 
 
-- Craftsmen training schools for industry. 
 
-- Farm schools for the government that try to raise production. 
 
-- Adult education for voluntary organisations. 
 
-- Development skits for media. 
 
-- Themes for the writers that portray the psychological endeavour of individuals to escape 
poverty. 
 
-- Studies for universities that will bring out case studies where segments of population 
have come out of poverty. 
 
-- Success stories for journals. 
 
-- Ideas for commerce which when implemented will remove poverty while they work for 
their own profit. 
 
5) Appeal for an apex national organisation in each country that will address itself to the 
task of creating all these programmes and ideas. 
 
6) Suggest UN should take on itself the authority of accepting the invitation of any nation to 
eradicate poverty or illiteracy or major diseases. 
 
7) Suggest UN should declare that within 5 to 10 years poverty should be eradicated from 
the world. At the end of that period UN may take over one or more countries under its 
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administration to eradicate it compulsorily. 
 
8) Plead for a World Body that will embark on devising detailed programmes for each 
country where more than 10% of the population is poor. These programmes should be 
comprehensive and must be able to yield results within one decade. 
 
9) Declare that NO nation has the right to keep its population POOR.  
 
. Seeing the great recent developments in the world 
. productive skills avoid poverty 
. poverty and skills 
 
ssues are global, not national. 
 
Disequilibrium in welfare. 
 
Aid is not a solution; it can aggravate the problem. 
 
We cannot allow grass to grow under our feet. 
 
The world needs a perspective to act in anticipation and not wait till it is caught unawares.  
 
.Energy of Military disengage can only be absorbed by raising masses 
 
. Limited cost to end poverty compared to waste in military spending. 
 
. change poverty internally in the west to end poverty globally 
 
. overcoming poverty helps fullfill humanity,s evolution purpose on earth. 
 
. Ending poverty in pakistan 
 
. How much trust creates wealth in society 
 
. Callousness of west and negative life response 
 
 
conclusion and criticism....................  
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